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                               (Received January 31, 1957)

                                       Abstract

         In the present paper, the first part deals with the analyses and the experimental

      results of "Modified Thyratron Amplifier" having no d.c. component in its output current

      in contrast with the fact that the output of the original thyratron amplifier is composed

      of a.c. and d.c. one as shown in an earlier paper of this series. It goes without saying

      that the modified thyratron amplifier reported in this paper can do the linear amplifica-

     tion of the ultra lew frequency signal without distinction of the waveform of a.c. power

     supply voltage as well as the original thyratron amplifier.

         In the latter part, the principle and the circuit of the measuring device which is

     available for the charaCteristics of both modified and original thyratron amplifier are

     described, together with the experimental results.

                                   1. Introduction

     In the previous papert) of this series, it was shown on the thyratron amp!ifier which

 is able to perform the linear amplification of the ultra low frequency signal without dis-

 tinction of the waveform of a.c. power supply voltage.

     The modified forrn of the original thyratron amp!ifier2), which is able to do the similar

 function except that the modified one has no d.c. component in its output current, was

 originated and named "Modified Thyratron Amplifier".3)

   ' The measuring device for the characteristics of thyratron amplifiers is able to attain

, the purpose by transforming the thyratron arn.plifier output voltage waveform to a pulse,

 of which magnitude is proportional to the average value of the former during the half

 cycle period comprehending the output voltage waveform.

     The measuring circuit reported in an earlier paper') is not available for the chara-

 cteristic measurement of the modified thyratron amplifier of which the polarity of the

 output current changes in accordance with that of ultra low frequency signal to be

                                                                                  ' amplified.

     Then, the analyses and the experimental results are described on the circuit that is

 available for the measurement of both original thyratron amplifier and modified one.

                           2. Modified Thyratron Amplifier

     Fig. 1 shows the basic circuit of the modified thyratron amplifier. Two pairs of

 thyratrons, Ai,A2,and Bi, B2,are employed and those in each pair are connected in the

 single-phase full-wave rectifier type so that the output current of each pair in the resis-

    tt
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                  Fig. 1. Basic Circuit of Modified Thyratron Amplifier.

                                                                  '
tance load may fiows in the reverse direction each other. In Fig. 1, R and e represent,

respectively, the load resistance and the instantaneous value of a.c. plate voltage, shown

asf(tut), having an arbitrary waveform and a period 2n/tu. The two amplitude modulated

voltages, shown as egA and egB , being modulated with the ultra low frequency signal to be

amplified, of which phases are reverse each other,

                            e.A -= C(1 +m sin at) sin Bt (1)
and

                            egB =C(1 -m sin att) sin 3t (2)

are fed into the grid circuits of A group thyratrons and B group thyratrons respectively.

In Eq. (1) and Eq. (2), a and B represent the angular frequency of ultra low frequency

signal and carrier wave voltage, respectively. Their relations are B>tu and･ tu>a as

reported in details in the previous paper of this series.

    Then we consider that GA(tut) or GB(tut) given by Eq. (3) or Eq. (4) is applied to

A group or B group thyratrons respectively, as a specified bias voltage to the thyratron

working under the P-th half cycle being counted from t=O and thyratrons are controlled

by one of these two amplitude modulated wave voltages given in Eq. (1) and Eq. (2).

    if sinat>O,

                   G. (tut) - (-'"le1)' Sg: f(.t) ･dwt-c-g(.t) -c (3)

   if sinat<O,
                   GB (tut) ;-- -(=-1le--) P-' S:: f(a)t)･dtut+c= -g(tot) +c , (4)

                                                              '   where
     .･ g(tot) -(-le1)' I:: f(wD ･dcat.

   Since the first term in Eq. (3) gives the specified bias voltage, g(nt), in the original
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thyratron amplifier, GA(tut) represents the voltage

which g(tut) was shifted to the negative direction by

the amplitude of carrier wave voltage as shown in

Fig. 2 which illustrateS the relations of the voltages

of various parts in the modified thyratron amplifier e
working under the positive portion of the ultra low 1

                              given by Eq. (4)                       GB (wt)                 Alsofrequency signal.
                                                    o
represents the voltage which g(tot) was reversely

phased and shifted to the positive direction by the

same value in a case of GA(at). ,
    As will be seen from Fig. 2, the firing angle, qp,

in an arbitrary P-th half cycle of a.c. power supply

voltage should satisfy the next relation.

                   04 opp 4.n. (5)

    Therefore, thyratrons of A group are to fire if Fig.

sin crt>O, and those of B group are to do so if sin at<O.

    In this case, it is absolutely impossible that thyratrons

at the same time.

    Given these facts, either A or B group thyratron is to

the P-th half cycle, as satisfy the following relations;

    if sin at>O ,

                          - GA (wt) -= C(1 +m sin at) sin Bt

    if sin at<O ,

                          GB (tut) -' C(1 -m sin att) sin Bt .

Referring to Eqs. (3), (4), (5), (6) and (7), the averagb

P-th half cycle, IL.p, is shown as fo!lows:

    if sin at>O ,

               1inp = (-.IR)P-' SCpirn.+opp f(tot)' lenCR

    if sin at <O, '
               I}np == (-.Rl)' j:;-1).+op, f(tot)' lertCR

Eq. (8) and Eq. (9) are reasoned on the following

  1. The angular frequency of controlling carrier, 3, is

      mentioned. ･

  2. The critical grid voltage and arc-voltage drop of the

    In either case, consequently, the average value of load

 period of a.c. power supply voltage is proportional to the

 low frequency signal voltage at the instant that the

the Characteristics
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         2. Grid Control of A-Group
       Thyratron.

         of both groups will be fired

        fire at such instant, t==fp, in

                               (6)

                               (7)

       value of load current during the

 dat -- -･m sin afp (8)

dtut =-- ･m sin atp. (9)
                    .
  hypotheses: .
      very larger than to as previously

         thyratrons are neglected.

        current during any half cycle

       instantaneous value of the ultra

  thyratron fires, and the load current
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ChanBgyeS AtaSklnikeCutggnointhaeCCfOorldloawnlfigWril?atti.hoens?ign of ultra low frequency signal voltage.

     .' tufp -= (P-1)n+qp
              '
                                S == ep- (S: positive integer)
                                    a

                         ･ qp=ops+p

the Fourier expansion of the instantaneous load current is shown as

                              co oe                       i,': ao+ ZI an cos nat+ Z] bn sin nat. (10)
                             n==1 n==1
    If the plate voltage of thyratron is represented by f(wt), the Fourier coeMcients are

shown as follows:

    if n is even,

                                 an=bn =O (12)
    if n is odd,

                 an ` s.2R ,>S[]=, I8, f(tut)･cos -i3{(p-i)n+tut} dtut. a3)

                 bn = s.2･ R,ZS.., I",,, f(tut)'sin -l;{(P-1)n+tot} dtot. (14)

                                                                'If a function f(coD, having a period 2rr/(D, is such that

                           ･ f(at) =Emax Sin Wt (1 5)
and n is odd, the･Fourier coeMcients are shown as follows:

              a. = 2ExmRax.s,1.n,[-s+ pZS=, {s cos qp.cos -s-n (p-ln+qp)

                            +n sin qp･sin g(p -ln+gp) }] - (16)

              bn == 2t'n''t'R'aLX.'s21-n2[S cot il/F + i.., {S cos gp'sin ll;(P-lz+ qp)

                                   '                   '                            -n sin opp･cos -sn (p -1 rr+gp)}] (1 7)

               as = EsTMkX p;,(-1)Psin2 qp as)

               bs == gTmRaxp2S=,(-1)p-i{rr-qp+sin opp･cos qp}. ' ag)

   In this case, the firing angl'e, qp, in the P-th half cycle of a.c. plate supply voltage

is given by the next equation.

   ' ' . 1+ cos qp= ±2mn sin -g- {(p -1)x+ qp}. (20)
                                                  '
                                                                            '
In Eq. (20), plu$ or minus sign follows to that of sinat and the firing angle, gp, satisfy
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the relation given by Eq. (5). It is also neticed tnat op and 2A are given by the

relations.

                                  T - i2Ci21A i4.l. 1

                           2A =- -ii- lgf(diD ･dtot -- 21Ekm, ax,

                                          '
    In the case of S>,6, Eq. (10) may be transformed into.

                                            .t           i := ftle'LRC m sin at+ tW. ,a2n-i'cos{ (2n-1) at} -J.S. b2n-i sin{ (2n -' 1) evt} ･

                                                                      '
    where q is represented as follows,

                             s      ifsis even, q="2-

      ifsis odd, q..Sgl

    Accordingly, the component affected by the angular frequency of the $ignal

plified is represented by the first term in Eq. (23) and then

frequency signal voltage is performed linearly without d.c. component. The

characteristics with respect to the controlling carrier wave voltage which is fed into

circuits of the thyratrons are illustrated in Fig. 3. As shown in Fig. 3, the

done by employing such a.c. power
mean values, which attained to identical results. It is to be noted that the

and the negative current illustrated in Fig. 3, show the current of the A group
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           Fig. 3 Load Current Characteristics of Modified Thyratron Amplifier.

and that of the B group thyratrons respectively. Furthermore, from Fig. 3, it is evident

that the identical linear characteristics are obtainable if only the mean values of a.c. power

supply voltages are equivalent, even in such cases that they have different waveforms.

                   3. Principtes of Charactprigtic Measurement

    As mentioned above, the fundamental component of the amplified signal in the load
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        ,

current of the modified thyratron amplifier having resistance load, is given by the first

    Provided that the magnitude of the fundamental component at t==tp is denoted by

Ap, it is given by, ' .
                                Ap =:-= krr-CR m sin atp. (24)

Then, Eq. (24) yields the following equation by making use of Eq. (8) and Eq. (9).

                                   1}np == Ap･ (25)
By making use of the relations given by Eqs. (3), (4), (8) and (9), Ap is shown as

                                  Ap c･D -g(tut) (26)

                                  Apcog(tut). (27)
    In other words, the magnitude of Ap is proportional to the instantaneous value of the

first term in Eq. (3) or Eq. (4) at t=tp, according to positive or negative value of sin at.

    Therefbre, the magnitude of each pulse generated according to the instantaneous value

of g(tot) or -g(tot) at each time when the thyratron fires, is proportional to that of Ap.

The envelope of the train of pulses obtained by the above manner, varies in accordance

with the fundamental component, together with the sign, of the thyratron amplifier output

current, of which the average value during each half cycle period of a.c. plate source is

proportional to the ultra low frequency voltage to be amplified.

      4. Meas"ring Device for the Characteristics and Experimental Results

    The block diagram of the device for measuring the characteristics of both original

thyratron amplifier and modified one is shown in Fig. 4.
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                 Fig. Block Diagram of Measuring Device.

              from thyratron amplifier is applied to the waveform separator

              sorted according to its polarity, and differentiated in order to

               the edge of its waveform. Then, the differentiated pulses
into the gating pulses by being assorted into four groups once again so that they may

         generating pulses in the next stage.

           hand, the voltage waveform being proportional to the value of g(ot),
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                                                                   '
                                                                           --is generated with the a.c. source voltage of the thyratron amplifier in the integrator circuit

andapplied to the pulse generator. Then, the output voltage waveform is sorted into four

groups, properly phased and shifted to the positive or negative direction in the pulse

generator. In the same stage, these voltages transformed into pulses in cooperation with

the output of the gating circuit, of which magnitude varies in accordance with the average
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output current of the thyratron amplifier.

The output of the pulse generator is am-

plified to a proper magnitude by the

amplifier stage.

    The circuit of this device is shown

in Fig. 5. In a case of the characteristic

measurement for the original thyratron

amplifier, the gating pulse appears at (a)

and (c) terminals and so the output

pulse having only positive magnitude is

observed at the output terminal of this

device.

    0scillogram shows the experimental

results obtained with this circuit for the

modified thyratron amplifier working un-

der the sinusoidal a.c. power source. In

Oscillogram, (a), (b) and (c) are ex-

plained as follows:

  (a):amplitude modulated wave for
        controlling A group thyratrons in

        the modified thyratron amplifier,

        of which the carrier and the

        signal frequency are 10,OOOc/s

       and 1.5c/s respectively.

  (b):load current of modified thyra-

       tron amplifier.

  (c): output pulse of measuring device.

    In the oscillogram, the eJvelope of

the train of pulses illustrates the funda-

mental component in the output voltage

of modified thyratron amplifier, which

varies in the same manner as the ultra

low frequency signal to be amplified,

together with the polarity.

           5. Conclusions

    The modified thyratron amplifier and

the measuring device for the characteri-

stics of both original and modified one

were described above in outline.

    The linear power amplification, con-

taining no d.c. component, of the ultra
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                                                  .

Iow frequency signal can be obtainable by the modified thyratron amplifier if any wave-

form voltage may be supplied to the plate of the thyratron.

    Furthermore, the characteristics of both original and modified thyratron amplifier can

be easily observed with the measuring device mentioned above.

    It is accordingly conceivable that the application of modined thyratron amplifier will

develope into the fields of the automatic control systems, the frequency changer and others.
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